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Abstract—
In future memory systems, some regions of memory will be
periodically unavailable to the processor. In DRAM systems,
this may happen because a rank is busy performing refresh.
In non-volatile memory systems, this may happen because a
rank is busy draining long-latency writes. Unfortunately, such
service interruptions can introduce stalls in all running threads.
This is because the operating system spreads the pages of a
thread across all memory ranks. Therefore, the probability of
a thread accessing data in an unavailable rank is high. This is
a performance artifact that has previously not been carefully
analyzed. To reduce these stalls, we propose a simple page
coloring mechanism that tries to minimize the number of ranks
over which a thread’s pages are spread. This approach ensures
that a service interruption in a single rank only stalls a subset of
threads; non-stalled threads even have the potential to run faster
at this time because of reduced bus contention. Our analysis
shows that this approach is more effective than recent hardwarebased mechanisms to deal with such service interruptions. For
example, when dealing with service interruptions because of
DRAM refresh, the proposed page coloring approach yields
an execution time that is 15% lower than the best competing
hardware approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Future memory systems will frequently perform longlatency operations that will keep regions of memory busy
for hundreds of nano-seconds. During these operations, these
regions are unavailable to service read requests from the
processor. Examples of such service interruptions include: (i)
Refresh operations in high-capacity DRAM packages [30],
(ii) A burst of writes in emerging non-volatile memories
(NVMs) [2], [34] , (iii) Bulk page operations [39] such as
memcopy, memset, etc.
In this paper, we first analyze this phenomenon and observe
that the default OS page mapping policy is the root cause of
refresh-induced stalls. We then devise a simple page mapping
policy to mitigate this effect. Our analysis shows that such a
software approach is more effective than other hardware-based
approaches to combat the refresh problem. Our solution is also
effective in mitigating stalls from long-latency NVM writes.
The paper therefore makes a contribution that will be useful to
the two segments that will compete for memory market share
in the coming decade.
The paper primarily focuses on service interruptions from
DRAM refresh. DRAM technology is expected to scale for
another generation or two [14] and will be used widely
in most systems for at least another decade. In addition,

DRAM vendors will likely rely on 3D stacking (with or
without TSVs) to boost per-package DRAM capacities for
a few more generations. Many studies have shown that as
DRAM capacities in a package grow, the package has to spend
larger amounts of time performing refresh [43], [32], [30].
The refresh rate has to double if the operating temperature
exceeds 85◦ C, a common scenario in many servers [25],
[22], [38], [27]. At future technology nodes, the DRAM cell
aspect ratio introduces a trade-off between hard error rates and
data retention times [33]. DRAM cells may therefore offer
lower retention times (and higher refresh rates) to keep hard
error rates in check. For these reasons, refresh is viewed as an
important challenge for future high capacity DRAMs.
In anticipation of this possible bottleneck, JEDEC is already
taking steps to reduce the impact of the refresh process. The
DDR4 standard includes a new fine granularity refresh (FGR)
operation that can help reduce queuing delays for read requests
from the CPU [15], [30]. However, we show later that the
practical benefit from FGR is very small.
In addition to the steps taken by JEDEC, there has been
a flurry of research papers attempting to alleviate refresh
overheads. The approaches to this problem include the following: scheduling refresh during predicted idle times [43],
avoiding refresh of recently read/written rows [9], reducing the
number of rows refreshed based on retention characteristics of
DRAM cells [23], providing error correction capabilities for
leaky DRAM cells [20], pausing the refresh process to service
processor read requests [32], and overlapping a lightweight
refresh process with regular processor requests [49], [3].
Some recent solutions also involve the OS and application:
ESKIMO [13] reduces refresh energy by not refreshing parts
of the memory system that have been freed, RAPID [45] preferentially allocates areas of memory that have longer retention
times, FLIKKER lowers the refresh rate for application pages
that can tolerate lower fidelity [42].
Our analysis of state-of-the-art refresh techniques shows
that there remains significant room for improvement. Modern
systems implement a Staggered Refresh process where each
memory rank is refreshed at a different time. Because refresh
is a current-intensive process, this helps reduce the system’s
peak power requirement [30] and hence, system cost. This
means that at most times, a portion of the memory system
is unavailable to service processor requests. Modern memory
controllers and operating sytems also scatter an application’s

pages across the entire memory system to boost memory
system parallelism. This implies that if some memory rank
is refreshing, all threads in the system could stall because
they may all eventually need data that resides in that rank.
In the example illustration in Figure 1, a refresh to Rank 1
stalls threads T1, T2, and T3 in the baseline. The combination
of Staggered Refresh and page scattering results in a 36.9%
increase in execution time over an idealized system with no
refresh penalty (assuming 2 channels, 2 ranks per channel and
32 Gb chips at high temperature). State-of-the-art hardwareintensive refresh techniques are able to yield an execution time
reduction of at most 4.1%, relative to this baseline.
Time
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policies that spread requests from a thread across the entire
memory system. We show that such policies must be questioned in the modern era and that it is better to co-locate an
application’s pages in a single rank. We further show that even
an approximate mapping of pages to ranks is highly beneficial,
thus lowering the burden on the OS.
The downside of this approach is that a thread cannot exploit
rank-level parallelism; this has a very small performance
penalty in the future because DDR4 provides high bank-level
parallelism (16 banks per rank) [24].
Compared to the best competing hardware approach, Rank
Assignment yields an execution time that is 15% lower, while
requiring no changes to the memory controller, DDR standard,
and memory chips.

T3
R3

T1
R1

Successful and unsuccessful accesses, with a colored refresh page allocation policy.
Thread T1 only touches rank R1, T2 only touches R2, T3 only touches R3.

Fig. 1. Stalls with baseline and Rank Assignment policies.

We also examine the write bottleneck in future NVMs.
Multiple non-volatile cell technologies (e.g., PCM and Memristors) are expected to soon be mainstream. Both technologies
suffer from long write latencies of several hundred nanoseconds [19], [36], [37], [17]. Typically, memory controllers
defer writes and perform writes in bursts that can occupy the
memory channel and the corresponding banks for many hundreds of cycles. Several recent papers have therefore attempted
to optimize the write process in NVMs [36], [37], [17], [6],
[48]. Similar to the refresh process, the regions of memory
performing writes are unavailable for a long time, potentially
causing stalls in all threads.
We design a simple solution, Rank Assignment, that can
be implemented entirely in the OS page allocator and that
is more effective than state-of-the-art hardware schemes that
target service interruptions from refreshes and write drains.
In the baseline described above, a single rank’s refresh or
write drain can stall every thread in the system. To prevent
this, the OS allocates pages such that pages from one thread
are assigned to the fewest number of ranks (ideally just one
rank). This thread is only stalled when its rank is refreshing
or draining writes.
In Figure 1, a refresh to Rank 1 only stalls thread T1 when
using the Rank Assignment page allocator. While other ranks
are refreshing, this thread may even see a performance boost
because of lower contention for the shared memory channel.
The proposed page allocator therefore isolates the negative
impact of refresh and write drains to a single thread while
accelerating other threads assigned to that channel.
Traditionally, the OS and memory controller have adopted

A modern high-performance processor typically has two to
four DDR3 memory Controllers (MC). Each MC controls one
64-bit wide DDR3 channel and the 1-2 DIMMs connected
to that channel. A DIMM has 1-4 ranks. Each rank consists
of a collection of DRAM chips that together have an output
width of 64 bits. A 64-byte cache line is fetched from a single
rank with eight 64-bit transfers (a burst of eight). A rank is
composed of eight independent banks in DDR3 and 16 banks
in DDR4. Thus, a single channel can support multiple ranks
and tens of banks, i.e., a high amount of memory system
parallelism.
A single Activate command to a bank brings an entire row
into a row buffer. Cache lines are read from or written to this
row with Column-Reads Or Column-Writes. The bank must
be Precharged before a new row can be fetched into the row
buffer. The memory controller schedules these commands to
all the banks while carefully satisfying all timing constraints.
B. Retention time and tREFI
The charge on a DRAM cell weakens over time. The DDR
standard requires every cell to be refreshed within a 64 ms
interval, referred to as the retention time. At temperatures
higher than 85◦ C (referred to as Extended Temperature
range), the retention time is halved to 32 ms to account for
the higher leakage rate. The refresh of the entire memory
system is partitioned into 8,192 smaller refresh operations.
One such refresh operation has to be issued every 7.8 µs
(64 ms/8192). This 7.8 µs interval is referred to as the refresh
interval, tREFI. The DDR3 standard requires that 8 refresh
operations be issued within a time window equal to 8×tREFI,
giving the memory controller some flexibility when scheduling
these refresh operations. Refresh operations are issued at rank
granularity in DDR3 and DDR4.
We next describe the internals of the refresh operation.
C. tRFC and recovery time
Upon receiving a refresh command, the DRAM chips enter
a refresh mode that has been carefully designed to perform
the maximum amount of cell refresh in as little time as

possible. During this time, the current carrying capabilities of
the power delivery network and the charge pumps are stretched
to the limit. The operation lasts for a time referred to as the
refresh cycle time, tRFC. Towards the end of this period, the
refresh process starts to wind down and some recovery time
is provisioned so that the banks can be precharged and charge
is restored to the charge pumps. Providing this recovery time
at the end allows the memory controller to resume normal
operation at the end of tRFC. Without this recovery time,
the memory controller would require a new set of timing
constraints that allow it to gradually ramp up its operations
in parallel with charge pump restoration.
D. Performance penalty from refresh
On average, in every tREFI window, the rank is unavailable
for a time equal to tRFC. So for a memory-bound application
on a 1-rank memory system, the expected performance degradation from refresh is tRFC/tREFI. In reality, the performance
degradation can be a little higher because directly prior to
the refresh operation, the memory controller wastes some
time precharging all the banks. Also, right after the refresh
operation, since all rows are closed, the memory controller
has to issue a few Activates to re-populate the row buffers.
The performance degradation can also be lower than the
tRFC/tREFI ratio if the processors can continue to execute
independent instructions in their reorder buffer or if there are
cache hits while the memory system is unavailable.

reduces (since each refresh operation does half the work).
FGR-4x partitions each DDR3 refresh operation into 4 smaller
operations. The tRFC and tREFI for these modes are also
summarized in Table I.
These modes were introduced to reduce wait times for read
requests that queue up during a refresh operation. In general,
average queuing delays are reduced when a large refresh
operation is broken into multiple smaller refresh operations.
While the early projections of FGR were optimistic [15], the
latest DDR4 parameters [30] reveal that FGR can introduce
high overheads. A single FGR-2x operation has to refresh half
the cells refreshed in an FGR-1x operation, thus potentially
requiring half the time. But an FGR-2x operation and an FGR1x operation must both incur the same recovery cost at the end
to handle depleted charge pumps. The data in Table I shows
that for 32 Gb chips, tRFC for FGR-2x mode is 480 ns, while
tRFC for FGR-1x is 640 ns. The overheads of the recovery
time are so significant that two FGR-2x operations take 50%
longer than a single FGR-1x operation. Similarly, going to
FGR-4x mode results in a tRFC of 350 ns. Therefore, four
FGR-4x refresh operations would keep the rank unavailable
for 1400 ns, while a single FGR-1x refresh operation would
refresh the same number of cells, but keep the rank unavailable
for only 640 ns. The high refresh recovery overheads in FGR2x and FGR-4x limit their effectiveness in reducing queuing
delays (see results in Section VI-E). Therefore, refresh remains
an important problem.

E. DRAM scaling
Refresh overheads are expected to increase dramatically
in the future as DRAM chip capacities increase. Table I
shows this scaling trend [30]. The number of cells that must
be refreshed in every tRFC increases linearly with capacity.
Therefore, we also see a roughly linear increase in tRFC.
In future 32 Gb chips, the tRFC is as high as 640 ns,
giving a tRFC/tREFI ratio of 8.2%. At high temperatures,
this ratio doubles to 16.4%. tREFI will also reduce if DRAM
cell capacitances reduce in the future [33]. In a 3D stacked
package, the number of cells increases without a corresponding
increase in pin count and power delivery [40] – this too results
in a high tRFC.
Chip
Capacity (Gb)
8
16
32
tREF I

tRF C
(ns)
350
480
640
7800

tRF C1 x
(ns)
350
480
640
7800

tRF C2 x
(ns)
240
350
480
3900

tRF C4 x
(ns)
160
240
350
1950

TABLE I
R EFRESH LATENCIES FOR HIGH DRAM CHIP CAPACITIES [30].

F. Fine Granularity Refresh in DDR4
In response to these high tRFC refresh times, the DDR4
standard introduces Fine Granularity Refresh (FGR) operations [16]. FGR-1x is the same as the refresh process in
DDR3. FGR-2x partitions each DDR3 refresh operation into
2 smaller operations. In essence, the tREFI is halved (refresh
operations must be issued twice as often), and the tRFC also

G. NVM Writes
We next describe how writes are handled in memory systems. The memory controller typically prioritizes reads, and
arriving writes are buffered in a write queue. When the write
queue reaches a high water mark, the memory controller
starts draining writes until the write queue reaches a low
water mark [5]. The memory controller has to introduce a bus
turnaround delay (tWTR) when switching from writes to reads
in a given rank. To amortize this overhead, a number of writes
are typically serviced in a rank before switching back to reads.
Typically, memory controllers will drain 16-32 writes at a time
to balance queuing delays for subsequent reads and the bus
turnaround overhead. A write queue drain can therefore take
hundreds of nano-seconds. During this write drain to a rank,
other ranks on the channel are available for reads. A short
tRTR timing delay (2 cycles) is introduced when switching
between accesses to different ranks. Similar to refresh, the
write queue drain can be viewed as a per-rank operation.
Emerging NVM cells will likely find a place in server
memory systems in the near future. All of the emerging NVM
cells suffer from long write latencies. While the tWR delay in
DRAM is 15 ns [29], the same delay in PCM is 125 ns [19],
and in Memristors is expected to range from 200-700 ns.
Therefore, a write drain in these NVMs will keep a rank
occupied for hundreds of cycles.

Having described the basics, we now focus on creating a
good baseline and analyzing it.
A. Peak power
DRAM refresh is performed at rank granularity. The memory controller can co-ordinate and issue refresh commands to
every rank at the same time (Simultaneous Refresh) or stagger
them so only one rank is refreshing at a time (Staggered
Refresh). Commercial systems prefer the latter [30] because it
limits the peak power of the memory system (since refresh is
the most power-intensive operation performed within DRAM).
Even though the average power consumption remains the
same, limiting the peak power reduces system cost. With the
Micron power calculator [28], we estimated that in a single
channel with two ranks, with x4 4Gb chips [29], a single rank
performing refresh consumes 6.34 W, while a rank that utilizes
30% of the channel bandwidth consumes 3.83 W. Thus, in
a system with four channels and eight ranks, the difference
in peak power for the staggered and simultaneous refresh
mechanisms is 17.6 W. If we chose to go with simultaneous
refresh, we would have to construct a board that is provisioned
for the worst-case CPU power and the worst-case memory
power (since it is possible that the CPU is executing many
CPU-bound threads, and the memory system is refreshing at
the same time). This implies a more expensive cooling system
and power supply [35] (to the board and to the DIMMs).
Having a power supply that is rated higher than the average
power consumption also reduces the efficiency of the power
supply, thereby increasing the energy costs [26]. The 17.6 W
gap is for a 64 GB memory system. The gap would be much
higher for large memory servers, such as the tera-byte servers
that can be purchased today [10], [11].
B. Page mapping and stalls from refresh
While staggered refresh is favorable for peak power, compared to simultaneous refresh, it also has worse performance.
Consider the following example. Simultaneous refresh ties up
the entire memory system for 100 units of time; meanwhile, in
a 4-rank system, staggered refresh ties up 1/4th of the memory
system for 100 units, then the next 1/4th for the next 100
units, and so on. In theory, in both cases, a given memory
cell is unavailable for time tRFC in that tREFI interval,
so the effective memory availability appears to be similar.
But in practice, staggered refresh introduces more stalls for
the workload because of how application pages are scattered
across ranks.
In order to balance the load between ranks and boost
memory system parallelism for each thread, the OS spreads
the pages from each thread over the entire available physical
memory space. Our experiments show that there is an even
distribution of read requests from a thread to different ranks
with the default Linux kernel (2.6.13-1.1603sp13smp) in our
simulations. In our 4-ranked baseline, we observe that the
percentage of pages of a thread that are serviced by a rank
can vary from 7-44%, but most workloads have a very uniform

distribution of accesses. In every case, every rank has pages
from every thread that is running.
In staggered refresh, when one of the ranks is performing
refresh, a thread can continue to make progress as long as
it is only reading data from the other three ranks (see the
illustration in Figure 1). But this thread will eventually make
an access to the rank being refreshed (since its pages are
scattered equally across all four ranks). The access is stalled
for hundreds of cycles; it becomes the oldest instruction in the
thread’s reorder buffer (ROB) and prevents the thread from
making further progress. This is also true for all other threads
in the system. By the end of the tRF C refresh operation, it
is possible that all threads are stalled and waiting on the rank
being refreshed. The fact that three other ranks are available
does not help throughput. Therefore, staggered refresh, while
desireable from a peak power and cost perspective, is vulnerable to large slowdowns during refresh.
C. Performance with staggered refresh
Normalized Completion Time
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Fig. 2. Comparison between simultaneous, and staggered refresh.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of execution time with staggered and simultaneous refresh. We show results for a tRFC of
0 ns (an idealized memory system with no refresh penalties)
and tRFC of 640 ns (representing a 32 Gb chip). We also show
results for a 32 Gb chip at extended temperature (above 85◦ C),
represented by “ExtT 640ns”, that has a tRFC of 640 ns and a
tREFI of 3.9 µs. On average, for a 32 Gb chip, simultaneous
refresh has an execution time that is 12.6% lower than that of
staggered refresh when operating in the extended temperature
range. The idealized model has an execution time that is 27%
lower than that of staggered refresh. Some benchmarks like
GemsFDTD, lbm and mcf have large increases in execution
time because these benchmarks have the highest percentage of
refreshes that end up stalling a thread (see Figure 3). These
benchmarks also have the highest number of cores stalled per
refresh (see Figure 3).
Figure 3 quantifies the percentage of refresh operations that
end up stalling a given thread in the workload. As discussed
earlier, because a thread’s pages are scattered across all ranks,
every refresh operation has the potential to stall every thread.
This is observed in a workload such as GemsFDTD. Across
the entire benchmark suite, on average, a thread is stalled by
half the refresh operations in the memory system.
Figure 3 also quantifies the stalls resulting from a typical
refresh operation. The secondary Y-axis shows the number of
cores that were stalled by a single refresh operation, where
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banks (out of 16 banks in a channel) busy, stalling 5.7 of
eight threads on average on every write drain. We also see
minor performance differences (<1%) by co-ordinating the
write drains in the ranks sharing a channel.
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Fig. 3. Percentage of refreshes that stall a given thread, and Numbers of
Cores that are stalled per Refresh, weighted by the fraction of tRF C (for the
ExtT-640ns case).

every core is weighted by the duration that it was stalled
for. For example, if three cores were stalled, each for half
the duration of a refresh operation, the weighted core stall
time would be 1.5. While GemsFDTD experiences a weighted
core stall time of over 3 (8 is the maximum), on average the
weighted core stall time is 1.63.
The above discussion helps establish our baseline system –
the staggered refresh mechanism that has low peak power and
that attributes 27% of its execution time to refresh-related stalls
for 32 Gb at extended temperature. Because of the staggered
process, the penalty from refresh is much higher than the
tRFC/tREFI ratio (16%). In theory, for our 4-rank system,
the penalty can be as high as 4×tRFC/tREFI, but as shown
by Figures 3, in practice not all threads are stalled all the
time during every refresh, so the penalty is lower. However,
the baseline provides a significant room for improvement with
smarter refresh policies. We focus most of our results on the
most aggressive DDR4 specification known to date (32 Gb
chip at extended temperature).

In modern systems, contiguous virtual addresses of an
application are scattered across the entire physical memory
system. The hypervisor and OS map a new virtual page to
a free physical page. These mappings, while influenced by
well-defined page replacement policies, appear random for the
most part. Further, memory controllers adopt address mapping
policies that can scatter a single page across the memory
channels, ranks, and banks. These policies were reasonable in
the past decade – they were simple and yielded performance
improvements. In Figure 5, we show the normalized execution times for our benchmarks for different address mapping
policies. The first set of bars (No Refresh) represents an ideal
system with a tRFC of 0ns. The second represents a system
which performs staggerred refresh with a tRFC of 640ns.
We consider the following address mapping policies. We also
consider each address mapping policy with open and close
page policies and pick the better of the two.
•
•
•

D. Impact of NVM Writes
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Fig. 4. Impact of high latency PCM writes on performance.

In Figure 4, we show the impact of different write scheduling policies in a system with PCM main memory (see Table II
for detailed simulation parameters), relative to an idealized
memory system with no writes (PCM NoWr). The third bar
(PCM WrDrain) shows the execution time when write drains
are performed with Hi/Lo water mark of 40/20 writes. The
second bar (PCM EqPriority) shows the execution time when
reads and writes are given equal priorities and are both
serviced in FCFS fashion. The best baseline is 21% worse
than the idealized memory system, showing a significant room
for improvement. On average, a write drain process keeps 8.6

Non-interleaved, that places an entire physical page in
one DRAM row to exploit row buffer locality.
Channel-interleaved, that exploits memory-level parallelism by scattering a page across all the channels.
Bank-interleaved, that places four consecutive cache
lines in one bank, the next four in the next bank in the
same rank, and so on, similar to the address mapping
suggested by Kaseridis et al. [18].
Bank-XOR, that does bank interleaving, but calculates
the bank ID by XOR-ing the row and bank pointed to by
the address [50] .

The results in Figure 5 highlight the following two points:
First, in the absence of any refresh, scattering a page
(channel-interleaving) is more effective than keeping a page in
a single row (non-interleaved). The gap between the various
policies is about 25%. This is because memory intensive
applications that enjoy high row buffer hit rates, also enjoy
higher bandwidth utilization when cachelines from a page are
scattered between channels.
Second, for a future DDR4 DRAM system that has a tRFC
of 640 ns and that implements staggered refresh, scattering
a page between different channels or ranks can actually be
harmful to performance. The channel interleaving scheme,
that was a clear winner without refresh, now emerges as the
least desireable address mapping policy with refresh by about
8%. Scattering a page across different channels increases the
chances of a thread being stalled by a refresh operation.
For the rest of the paper, we use the optimal address
mapping scheme from Figure 5: bank-XOR address mapping
with an Open Page policy.

Non-interleave
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Rank 1

1.10

0.70

Channel 1
No Refresh

These observations drive us to the following argument:
while past systems (OS and memory controllers) were configured to scatter data across the entire physical memory system,
such policies are worth re-considering in future systems.
Traditional guidelines for page placement (using sophisticated
address mapping and an unconstrained OS to scatter pages)
will have to be replaced by new guidelines that recognize
emerging phenomena (long refresh and write latencies, NUMA
on a board, etc.).
B. Overview
Our analysis in the previous section shows that staggered
refresh and write drains incur a high performance penalty because even though only a fraction of the ranks are unavailable
at a time, every thread has the potential to stall. The rest of
this section focuses on the refresh problem, but the exact same
solution also applies to the problem of long write drains in
NVMs.
Our proposal is based on the simple notion that when (say)
a quarter of the memory system has a service interruption,
no more than a quarter of the threads should be stalled. This
can be enforced if each thread places its data in a subset of
the ranks. Figure 6a shows an example mapping of threads to
ranks in an 8-core system running 8 threads, with 2 channels
and 2 ranks per channel. Each thread places its pages entirely
in one rank, i.e., two threads would essentially share a rank.
When one rank is being refreshed, only up to two threads
would be stalled. The remaining 2 threads mapped to that
channel would run at higher than usual throughput because
only 2 threads are competing for that channel’s bandwidth.
Figure 6b shows that the mapping of threads to ranks need
not be strict. A few deviations can reduce the burden on the
OS and achieve most of the benefit.
When a thread is created, the OS can assign it a preferred
rank (the one with maximum unused capacity). The OS maps
all pages from that thread to free pages in the preferred rank.
This thread-to-rank affinity is maintained even if the thread is
migrated to a different core. For this technique to be effective,
we require an address mapping policy that places an entire
page in a rank, e.g., the bank-XOR mapping.
There are many precedents of commercial page allocation
policies that can place a page in specific locations. For
example, Solaris implements locality groups [44] and Linux
uses the libnuma library [12] for shared-memory multiprocessors, to designate a collection of CPUs that can access a
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Fig. 5. Exec. time with different address mapping policies (average of all
benchmarks).
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(a) Strict mapping of threads to ranks.
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(b) Approximate mapping of threads to ranks.
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Fig. 6. An example mapping with Rank Assignment (best viewed in color).
The top figure shows a strict mapping, the figure below allows a few
deviations.

collection of memory devices within a given latency. Lin et
al. [21] modify the Linux Kernel to implement an OS based
cache partitioning scheme. Similar page coloring approaches
were also implemented in the SGI Origin to exploit NUMA
latencies [7]. We build on this prior work to make the novel
observation that smart page coloring has a significant impact
on refresh and write management, more so than competing
hardware-based schemes.
C. Page Placement with Modified CLOCK
Ideally, we want a thread to be mapped only to its preferred ranks. But this places a higher burden on the OS
because application requirements change over time and are not
known beforehand. If the preferred rank for a thread is oversubscribed, it may be better to map a new page to a different
rank than increase the page fault rate for the preferred rank.
Such deviations will typically happen if some thread has a
much larger working set than others and must spill into other
ranks. There is no impact on correctness.
To reduce the burden on the OS, we consider a modified
CLOCK replacement policy [41] that is simple and approximates the ideal assignment of threads to ranks. Muralidhara
et al. [31] also use a similar page mapping algorithm to map
pages to channels. The baseline CLOCK policy maintains a
circular list of all pages, a bit for each page to indicate if it
has been touched recently (reference bit), and a global pointer
to the next eviction candidate. When a new page is requested,
the pointer moves forward, till an unreferenced page is found.
All pages that are encountered in this search, are marked
unreferenced.
In our page allocator, when a thread is spawned, the OS
looks for a rank that has the least utilization and that rank is
assigned as the preferred rank for the new thread. Utilization
is defined as the average queuing delay for that rank, where
queuing delay includes wait time for the channel and wait

time for page fault handling. Instead of one global pointer,
the page allocator maintains a pointer for each rank. When a
thread assigned to rank R1 requests a free page, the pointer
for R1 is advanced. The pointer only looks for unreferenced
pages belonging to R1. Unlike the baseline policy, encountered
pages during this walk are not unreferenced. Ultimately, an
unreferenced page may be found – this page is used by the
thread and marked as referenced (so it is not used by trailing
pointers). If the pointer reaches the last page in the list without
finding an unreferenced page, it gives up and performs another
walk, looking for a page from a second preferred rank. If that
walk fails as well, we resort to the baseline CLOCK algorithm
to find any unreferenced page, starting from the rank pointer
that is trailing all other rank pointers. When all rank pointers
reach the end of the list, the pointers roll to the start. Before
rolling over, the reference bits for all pages are reset (with the
exception of pages currently resident in the processor’s TLBs).
This reset process is common to the baseline and proposed
allocators.
Consider an example with an aggressor thread T1 with a
large and active working set co-scheduled with a submissive
thread T2 with a small working set. T1 is assigned to rank R1
and T2 is assigned to rank R2. When T1 requests a page, it
is preferentially allocated pages from R1. Its pointer quickly
reaches the end of the list because many pages in R1 are
marked as referenced. From that point on, subsequent pages
are allocated from R2 until R2’s pointer also reaches the end of
the list. This algorithm does not lead to any additional page
faults, but steers T1 to R1 as much as possible. Once the
pointers roll over, at first, T1 evicts its own pages to make
room for its pages. The baseline, on the other hand, would
evict some of T2’s pages to make room for T1’s pages. We
observed that the new policy leads to fewer page faults. This is
because the aggressor thread has longer reuse distances, while
the submissive thread has shorter reuse distances. Therefore,
after the pointers have rolled over, it is better to evict the
aggressor thread’s pages than the submissive thread’s pages.
D. Multi-Threaded Applications
A potential problem with the Rank Assignment approach
is that while multi-programmed workloads can be controlled
to only access a single rank, multi-threaded workloads may
not be as easy to control. If a thread accesses a page that
was created by another thread, the thread’s accesses may no
longer be localized to a single rank. The probability of this
depends strongly on how much page sharing is exhibited by
the application. In our benchmark suite, canneal had the least
locality; up to 62.5% of accesses were steered to a rank
different from the thread’s assigned rank. As stated before,
when such deviations happen, it only limits the performance
improvement, but does not cause correctness problems. Regardless of what we observe on our benchmark suite, it is
clear that the Rank Assignment approach will not be effective
for some workload classes. For such a workload, a service
interruption in a rank has the potential to stall all threads.

V. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Simulation
For the first part of our evaluation, we rely on detailed cycleaccurate simulations with Simics [46]. We interface Simics
with the detailed USIMM memory model [4]. We update
USIMM to model DDR4 and PCM memory systems (bank
groups, DDR4/PCM timing parameters, etc.).
B. Simulator parameters
Salient Simics and USIMM parameters are summarized in
Table II. While most of our experiments are run with 4MB of
L2 cache, as part of our sensitivity analysis, we also provide
performance results with 8MB of L2 cache ( Section VI-K).
Processor
UltraSPARC III ISA, 8-core, 3.2 GHz,
64-entry ROB, 4-wide ooo.
Cache Hierarchy
L1 I-cache
32KB/2-way, private, 1-cycle
L1 D-cache
32KB/2-way, private, 1-cycle
L2 Cache
4MB/8MB 64B,8-way, shared, 10-cycle
Coherence Protocol
Snooping MESI
DRAM/PCM Parameters
Channels, ranks,
2 channels, 2 ranks/channel, 1600Mbps
frequency, banks
16/8 banks/rank (DRAM/PCM)
Write queue water marks
10 (high) and 5 (low), for each Rank
Read Q Length
32 per channel
DRAM chips
32 Gb capacity at extended
temperature (for most experiments)
tRC = 39/55 tRCD = 11 tRRD S = 4
tRAS = 28/45 tF AW = 20 tRRD L = 5
DRAM/PCM
tW R = 12/100 tRP = 11 tW T R S = 2
Timing
tRT RS = 2 tCAS = 11 tW T R L = 6
Parameters
tRT P = 6 tDT AT A T RAN S = 4
(DRAM cycles)
tCCD L = 5 tCCD S = 4
Refresh Interval
tREF I = 7.8µ s tREF I ExtT = 3.9µ s
Refresh Period
tRF C = 350ns (8Gb), 480ns (16Gb),
640ns (32Gb)
Core Parameters:

TABLE II
S IMULATOR AND DRAM T IMING [16], [29] PARAMETERS .

We adopt the bank-XOR address mapping policy. Our
memory scheduler FR-FCFS, and Open Page policy. Reads
are prioritized over writes until the write queue reaches a high
water mark.
C. Peak power model
Our proposals do not impact the total activity within the
memory system. By improving throughput, they have the
potential to yield lower memory and system energy for a
given task. The choice of staggered or simultaneous refresh
does influence the peak memory power, already described in
Section III. We rely on the Micron power calculator for x4
4 Gb DRAM chips for those estimates [28].
D. Workloads
We use multi-programmed workloads constructed out of
SPEC2k6 benchmarks and multi-threaded workloads from
PARSEC [1], NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) and CloudSuite [8]. For SPEC2k6, we run 8 instances of each benchmark (rate mode). CloudSuite, PARSEC, and NPB are run
with 8 threads. The SPEC workloads are fast-forwarded for

E. Longer simulations to evaluate page allocation
Our cycle-accurate simulations are short enough that we do
not encounter page faults or capacity pressures within a rank.
Therefore, to test if our page mapping policy impacts page
fault rates and thread-to-rank assignment, we run a collection
of workloads for much longer durations (2.5B instructions per
program) without cycle-accurate simulations. We run Simics
in functional mode and simulate our page allocation algorithm.
We run this experiment for multi-programmed workloads
that mix large and small SPEC2k6 benchmarks. Since SPEC
benchmarks are known to have small working sets and we
want to stress the rank capacity, each rank is assumed to have
a maximum capacity of only 0.125 GB. The results for these
experiments are reported in Section VI-C.
VI. R ESULTS
A. Impact of Rank Assignment on Refresh
We focus most of our evaluation on the 32 Gb chip at
extended temperature. Results for other systems are reported in
Section VI-K. Section III has already established the baseline
and idealized systems. The idealized system assumes a tRFC
of 0 ns, i.e., no refresh. The baseline performs Staggered
Refresh and assumes default page assignment, i.e., every
application scatters its pages across all ranks. We also show
the performance of Simultaneous Refresh in most figures.
Figure 7 shows the execution time for Rank Assignment.
In these experiments, there are 8 threads and 4 ranks. For
multi-programmed workloads, we assume that two threads
are perfectly mapped to a single rank. For multi threaded
workloads, pages are mapped to ranks depending on the first
thread to touch the page. The results show that the Rank
Assignment model has an execution time that is 18.6% lower
than the Staggered Refresh baseline and only 11.4% higher
than the idealized model.
Similar to the analyses in Figures 3, we quantify how
threads are impacted by refresh operations. In the baseline,
a refresh operation can stall all the threads in the system.
In Rank Assignment, a refresh operation stalls at most two
threads. A refresh operation results in a weighted core stall
time of 1.63 in the baseline (Figure 3) and 1.32 in Rank
Assignment. The lower weighted-core-stall-time per refresh is

NoRef
2.5E+8 Simult_ExtT_640ns

Exec. Time (cycles)

50 billion instructions before starting simulations and the
NPB/CloudSuite/PARSEC programs are simulated at the start
of their region of interest. Measurements are reported for 2
million DRAM accesses, which corresponds to 82M-1.5B total
simulated instructions for each workload. By using DRAM
access count to terminate an experiment, we ensure that each
experiment measures roughly an equal amount of work. In the
multi-programmed workloads, each program makes roughly
equal progress in every experiment (we are running in rate
mode and our policies do not prioritize any particular thread).
Any slippage in multi-threaded workloads is compensated by
wait times at barriers. Spinning at a barrier can increase
instruction count (hence, IPC is a bad metric for multithreaded workloads), but does not increase memory accesses.

Stagger_ExtT_640ns

RA_ExtT_640ns

2.0E+8
1.5E+8
1.0E+8
5.0E+7
0.0E+0

Fig. 7. Execution time for Rank Assignment and the baseline for a 32 Gb
chip at extended temperature.

the dominant factor in the performance improvement of Rank
Assignment, relative to the Staggered Refresh baseline.
We also observe that multi-threaded workloads show a range
of thread-to-rank affinities. Table III shows how some of the
accesses from a thread are not serviced by the preferred rank.
Name
MG
canneal
cloud9
classification

Max. non-preferred
accesses
15.86
62.59
21.23
8.25

Execution time
decrease with RA(%)
9.0
-1
10.1
17.85

TABLE III
T HE PERCENTAGE OF PAGE ACCESSES THAT ARE NOT HANDLED BY THE
PREFERRED RANK FOR MULTI - THREADED WORKLOADS .

The second factor is a possible improvement in row buffer
hit rates because page coloring can reduce interference between threads in a bank. In our experiments, we noticed a
very small change in row buffer hit rates.
The third factor is the boost in performance because some
non-stalled threads experience lower bus contention during
refresh. To get a sense for the contribution of this factor, we
carried out the following experiment. We ran our simulator
with six threads; threads T1 and T2 were mapped to rank
R1, T3 and T4 were mapped to rank R2, T5 and T6 were
mapped to rank R3, and rank R4 was left idle. Since rank
R3 and R4 share a channel, we observed that T5 and T6
experienced lower bus contention delays and yielded 4.8%
higher performance than threads T1-T4. Therefore, in our
Rank Assignment experiments, 2 of the 8 threads see a similar
performance boost during any refresh operation.
We examine the fourth and fifth factors in more detail in
the next subsection.
B. Write Queue Drains and Bank Contention
In order to analyze the effect of Rank Assignment on write
drains and bank contention, we assume tRFC=0.
When tRFC=0, RA causes a performance increase of 5.9%.
This quantifies the combined benefit from lower bank contention and fewer stalls during write drains. Our results show
that there is performance difference of 2.4% when Rank
Assignment is performed on a system which performs neither
refresh nor writes. This performance difference is entirely
because of lower bank contention.

C. Page Allocation Disruptions

% Pages not mapped
to Preferred Rank

Due to low simulation speeds, our cycle-accurate simulations last under 226 million processor cycles per core.
In such experiments, we are able to perfectly map threads
to ranks. Such simulations are not long enough to exhibit
possible disruptions from the new page allocation algorithm.
In particular, when different threads have varying working set
sizes, it is possible that some threads may spread their pages
across multiple ranks, or by forcing a large thread to steer
most of its pages to one rank, it may incur a high page fault
rate.
To test the algorithm described in Section IV-C on a
heterogeneous workload, we run the programs in functional
mode with Simics and track all page accesses. We assume that
each rank has a capacity of 0.125 GB. Our workloads consist
of four threads of varying working set sizes. We simulate
these for 10B total instructions (2.5B instructions/core x 4
cores). We consider the following workloads composed of
large and small working set benchmarks: lbm-libquantumastar-milc, and astar-milc-soplex-xalancbmk.
Our results show that 30% of all accesses made by a thread
are not to its assigned rank or the second-preferred rank.
Figure 8 shows that the effectiveness of Rank Assignment
decreases as pages from a thread are spread over more ranks.
The Y-axis represents the execution time decrease and the
X-axis represents percentage of pages that are mapped to a
random rank (that is not the assigned rank). Even with a 50%
page mapping error, Rank Assignment reduces execution time
by 9.4%
Figure 8 also shows the effectiveness of the Rank Assignment scheme when the processor uses a larger cache, of 8MB.
The memory system is a smaller bottleneck in this case, and
the performance improvements are lower.
20%

4MB Cache

15%

8MB Cache

10%
5%
0%
0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%
% Exec. time Reduction over baseline

Fig. 8. Effect of mapping pages to non-preferred ranks.

D. Handling the Long Latency of NVM Writes
We model a PCM-based memory system with timing parameters from Lee et al. [19]. Figure 9 shows the performance of Rank Assignment. The first bar (Baseline) shows
the execution time of the baseline system, the second bar
(RA) shows the execution time of Rank Assignment. We
find that RA reduces the execution time by 13.3%. In order
to isolate the effects of reduced bank contention, we also
show the performance of a system where no writes are
performed. The third bar (NoWrites) in Figure 9 shows the
execution time of the baseline system when no writes are
serviced. The fourth bar (NoWrites RA) shows the effect of
RA when no writes are performed. There is a 6.6% reduction
in execution time when RA mapping is used when no writes
are performed. This reduction in execution time between
NoWrites and NoWrites RA is because of reduction in bank
contention. Therefore we can conclude that out of the 13.3%
execution time reduction, 6.7% is because of the effect of Rank
Assignment on the long latency of NVM writes. Once again,
some benchmarks like GemsFDTD, lbm, and mcf show the
largest reduction in execution time. This is because in addition
to reasons mentioned in Section III-C, they also have high
write/read ratio.
1.2

Normalized Comp. Time

In summary, even though tRFC/tREFI is 16% for 32GB
chips at extended temperatures, the observed penalty is only
10%. This is because different factors play roles in augmenting
the benefits from page coloring: some overlap of computation
with refresh, higher row buffer hit rates, higher throughput for
non-stalled threads, lower bank contention, and more efficient
write queue drains. The last four factors are not present in
the Simultaneous Refresh baseline. Hence, Rank Assignment
is able to out-perform Simultaneous Refresh by 4.1%, while
having much lower memory peak power. The improvement
relative to the Staggered Refresh baseline is much higher
(18.6%).

1.0

PCM Baseline

RA

NoWr

NoWr_RA

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Fig. 9. Impact of Rank Assignment on PCM writes.

E. Comparisons to Prior Work
We now analyze competing hardware-based techniques that
have been proposed in recent years.
F. Fine Granularity Refresh (FGR)
Section II describes the FGR mechanism being introduced
in DDR4. A short refresh operation lowers queuing delays for
reads, but increases the overall time that memory is unavailable
(because of recovery overheads after every refresh).
Figure 10 shows results for a number of fine granularity
refresh mechanisms. The first two bars show the idealized norefresh model and the baseline Staggered Refresh model. The
third and fourth bars represent Staggered Refresh with FGR2x and FGR-4x, respectively. We assume optimistic tRFCs
with no additional overhead for these cases, i.e., the tRFCs
for the baseline, FGR-2x, and FGR-4x are 640 ns, 320 ns,
and 160 ns, respectively. The fifth and sixth bars represent
Staggered Refresh with FGR-2x and FGR-4x, respectively,

3.5

Normalised Execution Time
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Fig. 10. FGR with and without overheads (32 Gb at ExtT).

G. Adaptive Refr. (AR), Preemptive Command Drain (PCD)
The above results indicate that FGR is not effective in our
baseline model. However, it may be effective in other settings.
For example, FGR may be effective when performed during
memory idle times.
Recent work by Mukundan et al. [30] also shows that FGR
can yield improvements, the optimal refresh granularity varies
across applications, and an Adaptive Refresh (AR) scheme can
dynamically select the optimal refresh granularity. The AR
model does not help in our baseline because FGR is never
effective.
There are two important reasons for this difference. Mukundan et al. [30] assume a processor model similar to the IBM
Power7 where the command queue is shared by multiple
ranks. This leads to command queue seizure in their baseline,
where requests to a rank being refreshed take up most of the
command queue entries and throttle memory throughput. In
our simulation model, we assume per-rank command queues,
so the entries waiting for a rank being refreshed do not impact
throughput in other ranks. Even when we assume a single
command queue for all ranks, we observe that command queue
seizure is rare if we assume a 32-entry read queue. For an
8-core system to fill up a 32-entry read queue, each 64-entry
ROB must average more than 4 misses, i.e., a per-thread MPKI
higher than 62.5, which is relatively uncommon.
In our simulation model, we see that Preemptive Command
Drain (PCD) [30] reduces execution time by 0.9%.
H. Refresh Pausing (RP)
Refresh Pausing (RP) [32] begins a refresh operation as
soon as a rank is idle, but pauses it when the memory
controller receives a request from the CPU. Refresh Pausing
partitions the refresh operation into smaller fragments and
squeezes them into idle periods. We model an optimistic version of RP that resembles the model in the original paper [32]

and a realistic version of RP that is based on the recently
released DDR4 timing parameters. The optimistic version of
RP (formulated before DDR4 timing was revealed) assumes
that a 640 ns refresh operation can be paused up to eight times,
where each fragment takes 80 ns. Similar to DDR4’s FGR, we
assume that the realistic version of RP can be paused only at
FGR intervals. Figure 11 shows a significant (14%) execution
time reduction with optimistic RP, but an overall increase in
execution time (7.2%), when FGR overheads are added.
I. Elastic Refresh (ER)
Elastic Refresh (ER) [43] tries to perform refresh when the
memory is idle. The DDR3 standard requires that 8 refresh
operations be performed within an 8×tREFI time window, but
allows the memory controller some flexibility in when to issue
those refresh operations. If ER detects that the rank has been
idle for a specified time, it issues a refresh command. Any
leftover refreshes have to be issued at the end of the 8×tREFI
time window. We model the static ER scheme described
in [43]. Figure 11 shows the potential benefit with this scheme
(4.2% over the baseline).
1.6
Normalized
Completion Time

but with realistic DDR4 timing parameters [30] (Table I).
The results show that no-overhead FGR by itself is effective
(10.1% improvement over the Staggered Refresh baseline),
but this effectiveness disappears once realistic overheads are
considered (24% execution time increase over the baseline).

1.4
1.2
1
0.8

Fig. 11. Completion times normalized to 0ns.

J. Summary
We have modeled multiple recent hardware-based refresh
solutions: two that partition a refresh operation into smaller
fragments (FGR, RP), two that attempt to perform refresh
during memory idle times (RP and ER), and one that prevents
command queue seizure (PCD). Of these, we observed that
the fine-grained schemes (FGR, RP) are not effective. Those
schemes may be more effective in a processor model that
is more vulnerable to command queue seizure. PCD yielded
a 0.9% benefit while ER yielded a 4.2% benefit, relative
to the Staggered baseline. Recall that the improvement with
Rank Assignment was 18.6%. We therefore believe that the
Rank Assignment scheme is simpler and more effective than
these competing schemes that require changes to the hardware
(DRAM chips, memory controller, and DDR standards). Similarly, in terms of NVM write optimizations, RA reduced runtime by 13.1%. Prior hardware-based proposals (e.g., Staged
Reads [5]) yield lower improvements (12%).
Many of the proposals in prior work are orthogonal to
the Rank Assignment approach. We therefore believe that
they can be combined with Rank Assignment to yield higher
improvements. We leave the evaluation of such combined
schemes for future work.

K. Sensitivity Analysis
We have carried out a sensitivity analysis over a number of
parameters. We experimented with a system that had eight
cores and four ranks on a single channel. The execution
time reduction with Rank Assignment was again 18.6%. For
smaller chips at temperatures under 85◦ C, where the refresh
bottleneck is smaller, we observed execution time reductions
of 10.8% (32 Gb chips), 8.8% (16 Gb chips), and 7.9% (8 Gb
chips) with Rank Assignment.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Many techniques have been proposed to mitigate the long
latency of PCM writes. Lee et al. [19] use narrow rows to
mitigate the high latency of PCM. Yue et al. [48] and Qureshi
et al. [37] make use of the asymmetric nature of PCM writes to
speed up the write process. Jiang et al. [17] limit the number
of write iterations performed, and use ECC to correct any
bits that are incorrectly written. Qureshi et al. [36] pause the
iterative write process in PCM when a read request arrives,
thereby avoiding stalls because of the long write latency.
All the techniques mentioned above are orthogonal to our
proposal. Rank Assignment attempts to keep the memory
channel busy even when certain parts of the channel are
refreshing. Unlike many of the proposals listed above, Rank
Assignment does not incur power or storage over heads.
Liu et al. [24] modify the Linux kernel to implement thread
to bank mapping. They show that most workloads can achieve
90% of their max. performance with only 16 DRAM banks.
Xie et al. [47] dynamically assign banks to threads based on
the memory characteristics of the thread.
Muralidhara et al. [31] map pages to DRAM channels based
on the MPKI and DRAM row buffer hit rate of the application. This helps reduce bank contention and also prioritize
performance critical DRAM accesses. The implementation
of our Rank Assignment mapping is partly inspired by the
implementation presented in [31].
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper considers a simple technique to hide service interruptions in future DRAMs and NVMs. Service interruptions
such as refresh happen at the granularity of ranks. We show
that fine-grained refresh approaches, as supported by DDR4,
are not effective in hiding refresh penalties. Our experiments
with elastic forms of refresh also yielded small improvements.
By mapping pages from a thread to few ranks, we show
that it is possible to stall only a fraction of threads when
a rank is interrupted. The Rank Assignment mechanism is
effective in removing a large fraction of refresh and write drain
overheads, while requiring no changes to the hardware. The
only modifications are to the OS, that only has to perform a
best-effort mapping of threads to ranks.
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